Crew Training is now available from Wild Well with our mobile training unit. Wild Well’s onsite rig crew training is designed to heighten the rig crew’s awareness and understanding of well control principles and how critical decision making skills are necessary in minimizing/mitigating well control incidents during the drilling of an oil or gas well.

Onsite rig crew training is intended to enhance the rig crew’s confidence in properly handling a well control issue, should it occur while drilling. The training will focus on the most common well control issue – taking a kick.

During the training, the rig crew will be taught when kicks will likely occur, what are the signs of a kick in the wellbore, how to confirm a kick is occurring, and how to safely and quickly shut-in the well. After receiving training, your rig crew will know that they can confidently recognize a well control issue and take the steps to correct the incident.

Building Well Control Confidence at the Rig

Wild Well’s mobile training unit provides the ability to train an entire crew simultaneously, and the whole crew can apply the knowledge they acquire from Wild Well into their next rotation. Crew members can proactively prepare to maintain well control so that a kick during actual drilling operations can be confidently managed.

Other Wild Well risk management/mitigation services such as Emergency Response Planning, Well Control Equipment Survey, or Rigsite Assessment through Kick Drills can be done in conjunction with the onsite crew training for an overall proactive risk management effort.

Call (281) 784.4700 to schedule Onsite Rig Crew Training for your rig crew.